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This book surveys the full panorama of ten centuries of Christian monastic life. It moves from
the deserts of Egypt and the Frankish monasteries of early medieval Europe to the religious
ruptures of the eleventh and twelfth centuries and the reforms of the later Middle Ages.
Throughout that story the book balances a rich sense of detail with a broader synthetic view. It
presents the history of religious life and its orders as a complex braid woven from multiple
strands: individual and community, spirit and institution, rule and custom, church and world.
The result is a synthesis that places religious life at the center of European history and
presents its institutions as key catalysts of Europe’s move toward modernity.

"The fruit of long study of medieval monks, ascetics, mystics, and the rules that they lived by,
The World of Medieval Monasticism is a lively and erudite companion for any reader interested
in exploring the many astonishing forms of Western religious life."Barbara H. Rosenwein,
Loyola University Chicago"This is the best of guides to the world of medieval monasticism: a
fresh, novel, exciting, detailed, reliable account of how monastic life developed over twelve
centuries and of the many paths to perfection and salvation it created for both women and
men. Medieval monasticism had its failures, but it also never ceased to surprise by its capacity
to adjust to complex, changing circumstances, to establish itself as a fundamental element of
medieval economy and society, and to cater for the whole spectrum of religious life from
eremitical withdrawal to firebrand preaching. Here is an exceptionally rich mine of materials
drawn from all kinds of historical sources and thoughtfully presented in the light of an
exceptional understanding of structures and ideals by a wonderful scholar."David Luscombe,
Fellow of the British Academy, Emeritus Professor, The University of Sheffield"With this
splendid translation, English readers have access to a lifetime of scholarly thought and
reflection on medieval monastic and mendicant life offered as a coherent narrative. Gert
Melville has long been one of the leading interpreters of monastic life in Germany and, at
present, perhaps the foremost sponsor of probing new scholarship. This book shows him at his
best as a sympathetic student of medieval religious life set, as a good historian would, in its
social and material contexts."John VanEngen, University of Notre Dame"The World of Medieval
Monasticism is the crowning achievement of the decades Professor Melville has devoted to the
relentless study of medieval religious life in the West. Marked by a wealth of sources and
shaped by the influential Research Center for the Comparative History of Religious Life at the
University of Dresden, The World of Medieval Monasticism is an essential source in its own
right for all those interested in the cultural history and spiritual inheritance of medieval religious
life."Timothy J. Johnson, Flagler College"The doyen of monastic history has poured learning
hitherto scattered among innumerable papers into the form of an elegant synthesis-a path-
breaking sociological analysis of one of the most interesting medieval forms of life. Decades of
scholarships and accumulated insights have been distilled into this volume."David d'Avray,
University College London, Fellow of the British Academy"An indispensable reference work,
which should certainly find a place in every university and monastic library, as well as in the
personal collection of anyone with even a passing interest in the topic."Jean A.
Truax, Cistercian Studies Quarterly"It is with unrestrained and enthusiastic delight that one can
welcome the translation into English of Gert Melville's superb study. We owe a great debt of
gratitude to Cistercian Publications and all those who helped to make available in splendid



English this magnificent contribution to monastic studies. I cannot recommend it too highly,
whether to the most advanced scholar or to anyone looking for an introduction to the
field."American Benedictine Review, James Flint, OSB, St. Procopius Abbey, Lisle, IL"Melville's
book is a wonderful addition to medieval monastic history."B.S. Exton, St. Gregory's
University, CHOICE --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorJames D.
Mixson is an associate professor of history at the University of Alabama. His recent
publications include Poverty’s Proprietors: Ownership and Mortal Sin at the Origins of the
Observant Movement (Brill, 2009) and several essays on the history of late-medieval religious
reform. He is also the editor (with Bert Roest) of A Companion to Observant Reform in the Late
Middle Ages and Beyond (Brill, 2015). --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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“This is the best of guides to the world of medieval monasticism: a fresh, novel, exciting,
detailed, reliable account of how monastic life developed over twelve centuries and of the many
paths to perfection and salvation it created for both women and men. Medieval monasticism
had its failures, but it also never ceased to surprise by its capacity to adjust to complex,
changing circumstances, to establish itself as a fundamental element of medieval economy
and society, and to cater for the whole spectrum of religious life from eremitical withdrawal to
firebrand preaching. Here is an exceptionally rich mine of materials drawn from all kinds of
historical sources and thoughtfully presented in the light of an exceptional understanding of
structures and ideals by a wonderful scholar.”— David LuscombeFellow of the British
AcademyEmeritus ProfessorThe University of Sheffield“The fruit of long study of medieval
monks, ascetics, mystics, and the rules that they lived by, The World of Medieval Monasticism
is a lively and erudite companion for any reader interested in exploring the many astonishing
forms of Western religious life.”— Barbara H. RosenweinLoyola University“The World of
Medieval Monasticism is the crowning achievement of the decades Professor Melville has
devoted to the relentless study of medieval religious life in the West. Marked by a wealth of
sources and shaped by the influential Research Center for the Comparative History of
Religious Life at the University of Dresden, The World of Medieval Monasticism is an essential
source in its own right for all those interested in the cultural history and spiritual inheritance of
medieval religious life.”— Timothy J. JohnsonFlagler College“With this splendid translation,
English readers have access to a lifetime of scholarly thought and reflection on medieval
monastic and mendicant life offered as a coherent narrative. Gert Melville has long been one of
the leading interpreters of monastic life in Germany and, at present, perhaps the foremost
sponsor of probing new scholarship. This book shows him at his best as a sympathetic student
of medieval religious life set, as a good historian would, in its social and material contexts.”—
John VanEngenUniversity of Notre Dame“The doyen of monastic history has poured learning
hitherto scattered among innumerable papers into the form of an elegant synthesis—a path-
breaking sociological analysis of one of the most interesting medieval forms of life. Decades of
scholarships and accumulated insights have been distilled into this volume.”— David
d’AvrayUniversity College LondonFellow of the British AcademyCistercian PublicationsEditorial
Offices161 Grosvenor StreetAthens, Ohio 54701This work was originally published in German
as Die Welt der Mittelalterlichen Klöster. Geschichte und Lebensformen © Verlag C.H. Beck
oHG, München 2012.Scripture texts in this work are taken from the New Revised Standard
Version Bible, © 1989, Division of Christian Education of the National Council of the Churches
of Christ in the United States of America. Used by permission. All rights reserved.Unless
otherwise indicated, quotations from the Rule of St. Benedict are taken from RB 1980: The
Rule of St. Benedict in English, copyright © 1981 by Order of Saint Benedict, Collegeville,
Minnesota.© 2016 by Order of Saint Benedict, Collegeville, Minnesota. All rights reserved. No
part of this book may be reproduced in any form, by print, microfilm, microfiche, mechanical
recording, photocopying, translation, or any other means, known or yet unknown, for any
purpose except brief quotations in reviews, without the previous written permission of Liturgical
Press, Saint John’s Abbey, PO Box 7500, Collegeville, Minnesota 56321-7500. Printed in the
United States of America.The Library of Congress has cataloged the printed edition as
follows:Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataNames: Melville, Gert.Title: The
world of medieval monasticism : its history and forms of life / Gert Melville ; translated by
James Mixson.Other titles: Welt der mittelalterlichen Kloster. EnglishDescription: Collegeville,
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will introduce English-speaking readers to the work of Professor Gert Melville, who has for
many years played a leading role as a writer and educator in the field of medieval church
history. As a lecturer at Munich, Frankfurt am Main, Tübingen, Paris, and Passau and a
professor at Münster, Dresden, and Eichstätt, he has influenced countless students. He has
organized many scholarly meetings and directed the publication of the proceedings, often in
the series Vita regularis (which now numbers over sixty volumes) and Norm und Struktur (with
over forty volumes). He has edited, or helped to edit, thirty-nine volumes of collected essays.
He took the initiative in the creation of the Forschungsstelle für Vergleichende
Ordensgeschichte (FOVOG)—the Research Center for the Comparative History of Religious
Orders—which promotes the comparative study of the forms of medieval religious life. At the
same time, Professor Melville has pursued his own research and published several volumes
and well over a hundred articles on topics from Late Antiquity to the Early Modern period,



concerned with the church and religious life not only in Europe but also in the Near East and
America.The present work distills a lifetime of study of medieval Christianity and covers an
impressive range of material on religious life all over Europe for more than a thousand years. It
concentrates on monasticism and other forms of religious life, including hermits as well as
monks and nuns, canons and canonesses, and the mendicant orders. Professor Melville
maintains a delicate balance between institutions and spirituality, between texts and charisma,
and between rules and reality in religious communities, including the relation with the outside
world of groups and individuals who have in principle withdrawn from secular society. In the
late Middle Ages, the essentially personal element in religious life—the desire “to seek a direct
encounter of the individual soul with God,” as Professor Melville puts it—inspired the new
apostolic orders, communities of hermits, and lay associations of women as well as men. The
older institutions lost much of their appeal, though they still attracted new members.Along the
way the reader meets a number of influential religious leaders and develops a sense of the
personal and spiritual as well as the institutional side of religious life. The text illuminates the
tension between individuals and institutions and contributes to an understanding of the real life
in different religious communities, how they were organized and governed, and why they
flourished at some times and declined at others.Giles ConstableProfessor EmeritusSchool of
Historical StudiesInstitute for Advanced Study, PrincetonPrefaceThis book concerns those who
sought the perfection of their souls and who were prepared, for that reason, to leave the
earthly world behind. They retreated into a monastic community that to them seemed a safe
haven amid the futile storms of the world, and there they subjected themselves to the strict
regulation of every aspect of life in prayer, ascesis, and work. Such a way of life laid claim to
the whole person. It required the absolute faith of approaching God in a way that secured
spiritual salvation in the world beyond.This book traces, from the earliest days of Christianity to
the end of the Middle Ages, the many paths that men and women took to achieve this end—a
journey that was an all-consuming struggle to adapt to changing spiritual needs and shifting
cultural conditions. The history of monastic ways of life thus reveals itself as a multifaceted
interweaving not only of experiments, of bold new beginnings and persistent reforms, but also
of decline and failure. But in the end, it is the story of remarkable success, one set in a time
when the Christian faith, as the bearer of hope for salvation from the afflictions of the world,
was the foundation and measure of culture. The women and men of the monastery stood as a
model for those who remained “in the world,” a model that revealed to all that salvation was
actually possible.The book shows, from the perspective of the monastery, how such a way of
life concretely influenced politics, society, economy, and the intellectual world. Monasteries
offered themselves as a secure kind of investment, whether spiritual, political, or economic,
and they often thereby fell into a dangerous dependence on earthly powers and into worldly
temptations. On the other hand, the monastic world saw itself in principle as responsible for the
salvation of mankind, and it performed fundamental services in that regard. It understood itself
as a relay station, so to speak, between God and the world. Through prayer, preaching, and
the communication of knowledge, it sought to bring God and humankind closer together.
Through care for the sick, the poor, and the forgotten, those in the monastery sought to follow
Christ and to proclaim the message of love of neighbor through their own prominent example.
Monasteries were an efficient, fundamental element of a medieval culture that nourished the
roots of modernity.The book paints in broad strokes across long stretches of time, traces
particular ramifications, and ends with a presentation of the basic structural elements of
monastic forms of life. In this wide thematic field, some things can only be treated briefly; the
references to literature in the footnotes thus serve primarily to provide suggestions for further



reading.The book is the result of decades of engagement with the monastic world of the Middle
Ages. In the course of writing it, I have enjoyed the support of numerous colleagues and
friends. I would like to recognize two people in particular: my wife gave me strength,
encouraging criticism, and room for quiet reflection, and Mirko Breitenstein accompanied the
entire project with prudent patience, countless suggestions, and knowledgeable references. I
also offer most sincere thanks to my coworkers in the Research Center for the Comparative
History of Religious Orders (FOVOG), established under my direction at the University of
Dresden (Germany). My esteemed colleague James Mixson (The University of Alabama) has
prepared the competent and careful translation of this book. I owe a special thanks to him as
well.Gert MelvilleAbbreviationsCCCMCorpus Christianorum, Continuatio
MediaevalisCCMCorpus consuetudinum monasticarumCFCistercian Fathers
seriesCSCistercian Studies seriesCSELCorpus scriptorum ecclesiasticorum
laatinorumCustomsFrom Dead of Night to End of Day: The Medieval Customs of Cluny = [Du
cœur de la nuit à la fin du jour. Les coutumes clunisiennes au Moyen Âge]. Edited by Susan
Boynton and Isabelle Cochelin. Turnhout: Brepols Publishers,
2005.Ep(pEpistola(eFontesFontes Franciscani. Edited by Enrico Menestò and Stefano Brufani.
Assisi: Edizioni Porziuncola, 1997.MGHMonumenta Germaniae HistoricaMGHSSMGH
ScriptoresPGPatrologia Graeca, ed. J.-P. MignePLPatrologia Latina, ed. J.-P.
MigneSBOpSancti Bernardi Opera. Edited by Jean Leclercq and H. M. Rochais. Rome:
Editiones Cistercienses, 1957–77.SChSources chrétiennesSchriftenFranziskus-Quellen. Die
Schriften des heiligen Franziskus, Lebensbeschreibungen, Chroniken und Zeugnisse über ihn
und seinen Orden. Edited by Dieter Berg and Leonhard Lehmann. Kevelaer: Butzon & Bercker,
2009.Translator’s NoteThe basis of this translation is the edition of Professor Melville’s book as
it was published in 2012 by C. H. Beck. I have translated the text and notes of that edition into
English, but Professor Melville has also expanded or otherwise considerably revised certain
passages to better suit an Anglophone audience. The notes and bibliography have been
considerably revised as well to accommodate an Anglophone readership and to reflect the
latest scholarship. In many instances, English titles and translations have replaced or been
added to titles appearing in the original work. Formatting has also been altered to reflect the
conventions of Cistercian Publications and Liturgical Press.I am grateful to the Department of
History and the College of Arts and Sciences of the University of Alabama for their support of
my work on this translation, as well as to Hans Christoffersen, Marsha Dutton, and the editorial
staff at Cistercian Publications and Liturgical Press for their kindness, efficiency, and hard work
in helping bring this project to conclusion. As ever, I am grateful to my wife for her faithful
support and encouragement of my work. But above all I am grateful to Professor Melville
himself, who entrusted me with the task of this translation. He has encouraged me, challenged
me insistently, and worked with me at every step, line by line. His is a very refined and carefully
crafted style, and I am grateful that he was not only thorough enough to save me from my
worst mistakes in translating it but also patient enough to help me get it just right.
Nevertheless, any shortcomings or errors that remain in the translation itself are of course my
responsibility alone.James D. MixsonThe University of Alabama1The BeginningsRetreat from
the World“You should see it with your own eyes.” With these words John Chrysostom (344/49–
407), one of the greatest Doctors of the Church in the East, invited his reader to imagine the
world of the monastery, where monks lived in the blessedness of Paradise:Their work is the
same as that of Adam, when in the beginning, before the Fall, clothed in majesty, he
communed intimately with God in that most blessed land that he lived in. How could our monks
be worse off than Adam before the Fall, since he was entrusted with the building of Paradise?



He knew no worldly troubles. Nor do they know them. He came before God with a pure
conscience. They do the same. Indeed, they approach God with even more trust, because they
are blessed with greater grace by the Holy Spirit.1In these lines Chrysostom had already in
Late Antiquity outlined the most important elements of a form of life that would come to shape
medieval Christendom in so many ways. In a culture that both alienated and opposed
humankind, and in which humankind could only hope to overcome the world through belief in
salvation, these words were not to be taken lightly: “You should see it with your own eyes.”
They suggested that there were those who, though still living, had already entered the realm of
Paradise and who, because of the power granted to them there, stood closer to God than all
others. And to be close to God meant salvation. One could thus see monks as points on a
moral compass, as exemplary figures, and as models for the fact that the hope of salvation
could be realized. Yet the Paradise of the monks was attainable only through anachoresis, the
renunciation of the mundane world. Only then could one lead an unconditionally religious life—
a vita religiosa—that was both ultimately fulfilling and lived to the exclusion of all else. Thus the
life of these figures—early on described, fittingly, as religiosi, “religious”—both provided a
certain orientation for those who remained behind in the world and represented an
unattainable world beyond.The historical roots of this way of life are to be found among those
who first sought to be radically free from earthly entanglement, as they stood ready to cross a
decisive threshold. It had happened already in Egypt in the third century, when for many men
and women it was no longer enough to lead an ascetic life devoted to God while also
remaining tied to their families and communities. Longing to be set free from those bonds, they
fled into the deserts beyond the banks of the Nile.2 Liberated from worldly affairs, from the
concerns of the church and their obligations to the overseers of their communities, the bishops,
they retreated to caves, huts, or ruins in the desert, where they lived lives of contemplation, of
penitence and bodily chastisement, of sexual continence and manual labor. They were clothed
with cloaks, often made of animal hide. They wanted to be “angels on earth,” and ultimately
they followed a single commandment. It was soon captured, with enormous existential force, in
one pithy phrase: “Wherever you go, above all have God before your eyes.”3 The hermit
Anthony (ca. 251–356) is said to have offered up that expression, as the story survives in the
Apophthegmata patrum, the “Sayings of the Fathers,” a collection that was probably first written
down in the fifth century in order to hand down his teachings and those of his like-minded
contemporaries to their successors. That intention in fact yielded unimaginable fruit, since for
the whole of the Middle Ages, the collection would be used as an introduction to monastic
life.4Anthony came from a wealthy household in Middle Egypt, and as a youth he had both
administered the estate of his deceased parents and raised his younger sister.5 One day he
became fully aware of the meaning of Matthew 19:21 for anyone who sought unconditionally to
follow the counsels of the gospel: “If you would be perfect, go and sell all that you have, and
give to the poor.” Around 270 or 275, he gave away all of his property and retreated first into
the Nitrian Desert west of Alexandria and then later to a mountain called Pispir near the Nile
and finally to a deserted mountain called Qolzum near Zaafarana on the Gulf of Suez. His
contemporaries perceived him as an excellent model of the new kind of eremitical life, and an
account of his life written by Athanasius, patriarch of Alexandria, did its best to preserve that
image for centuries.6 But Anthony was not the first, and he was not alone. Well before him,
many who longed to flee to God had sought solitude. And among them the archetype of the
hermits, according to the tradition handed down by Jerome,7 was Paul of Thebes, who during
the persecution of Christians under Decius (ca. 249–251) had fled to the deserts of Upper
Egypt, where he embraced a life of strictest asceticism and supposedly lived to be 113 years



old.8Like-minded followers quickly gathered around Anthony and soon formed a colony of
hermits inspired by his charismatic leadership. In the broad ring of deserts surrounding Egypt,
and soon all throughout Asia Minor, Syria, and Palestine, charismatically gifted men and
women offered their leadership as spiritual fathers and mothers (the Apophthegmata called
them abba, “Father,” or amma, “Mother”) to the hermits who flocked around them. Most,
whether male or female, did not live entirely alone. They needed their neighbors, as the words
of Anthony suggest: “Life and death come to us from our neighbors. For if we win our brother,
we win God. But if we offend our brother, we sin against Christ.”9 They did not live in spatially
enclosed communities, however, since every hermit, male or female, lived alone, or perhaps in
twos or threes, in dwellings they called kellion (“cells”). They had no need of a properly formed
religious rule to bind them together. The gifts of the Holy Spirit were enough, as Chrysostom
had already emphasized. What mattered was an inner consciousness of right, as well as the
word and living example of an abba or amma. Here they could find support for the mighty
struggle in which they saw themselves compelled continually to engage, a fight for which they
had to make themselves strong through asceticism and prayer: the fight to turn away the
demons who so relentlessly attacked them but who in fact were nothing more than the
temptations of the hermits’ bodily and spiritual passions, which sought to draw them back into
the mundane world. Hieronymus Bosch portrayed that temptation masterfully on the eve of
modernity in his triptych “The Temptation of Saint Anthony.”10Most contemporary observers of
this image may have recognized—perhaps fearfully—that Anthony personified not only the fear
of losing one’s soul but also the overcoming of that fear. Anthony must have stood for them as
a hero of the faith, because he had dared to cross the threshold that led him out of the world
and into the desert.But had these observers of the late Middle Ages turned their view from
Bosch’s image to look out on their own contemporary world, they would surely still have seen
those who were thought, rightly, to have had a powerful faith in the world beyond. Yet the so-
called desert had become something fundamentally different. The desert had become a
landscape of monasteries—some still quite poor, but most provided with opulent buildings and
fruitful estates, and most now banded together into orders that were present in every locale.
And those who had lived in the desert had now become—whether enclosed in cloisters or
moving about in cities and towns, in universities and in palaces—monks and canons, bishops,
popes, scholars, and heretics. All of them would have assumed, in the depths of their hearts,
that they still lived in the desert—in that other world, unreachable for most, beyond the decisive
threshold between the mundane and the spiritual.Demons, as the embodiment of his soul’s
temptations, threaten Anthony, in an image by Hieronymus Bosch (1450–1516).For the world
of monasteries and orders that had grown up in the Middle Ages drew its legitimacy and its
meaning from the very fact that it represented the world beyond that threshold. One could thus
with justification cite the Scripture, “In the house of my father are many mansions” (John 14:2).
From its beginnings among the Desert Fathers, not only through flexibility and eagerness for
enrichment via the adoption of new elements but also through a desire for renewal and reform
that explicitly reached back to original models or that boldly laid hold of innovative ways of life,
through all of the Middle Ages and beyond, the vita religiosa developed across a broad
spectrum into a diversity that was soon hardly comprehensible—one that continually wove
itself together organically into a braid and then divided itself anew.11The sons of the Desert
Fathers would soon be called to find new followers in the forests of Europe or to go back out
into the world, preaching and teaching. They would come to terms with the representatives of
the secular church hierarchy either by installing in its ranks members of their own circles or by
getting out of the way. They would form various new kinds of community, follow their



charismatic leaders, or allow themselves to be led through written rules and statutes. And they
would argue among themselves over the best path to salvation.Looking back on nearly twelve
hundred years of history, it might seem astonishing that such complexity and diversity had
already begun to set in from the earliest beginnings of the vita religiosa.12 In the first third of
the fourth century, again in Egypt—as we will see—men began to gather together in
monasteries, and alongside the hermits monks lived coenobitically, with common property and
in individual poverty. The first monastic rules emerged around the same time. In the fourth and
fifth centuries, these religious communities began to be integrated into the episcopal structures
of the church hierarchy. The roots of the process would establish themselves in North Africa at
the turn from the fourth to the fifth century, when clerics living in the circles of bishops became
so-called regular canons who lived in community like monks.Communities of ascetics thus
emerged in Europe (somewhat later than in the East) in Gaul during the fourth and fifth
centuries. There, two different fundamental principles of monastic life developed: on the one
hand a loose, charismatically inspired community that renounced every kind of material profit,
and on the other a community that was well ordered, strictly organized, and economically
successful. Finally, as will be seen below, another brand of monastic life was imported from
Ireland at the end of the sixth century, and in remarkably successful ways it became tied to the
interests of the powerful of this world. Thus already on the first stage of the journey through the
Middle Ages, at least the nucleus of nearly every shape and form of religious life had already
appeared.The Establishment of Monastic CommunitiesA monastic way of life for those who
had retreated from the world but who also gathered together in strict community is clearly
discernible for the first time around 318/325. They sought to combat, as well as possible, the
same danger that had especially confronted the hermits, who were in the end lone warriors
against demons. The initiator of this communal (“cenobitic”) way of life and the founder of a
place in which to live it—a cloister in Tabennisi, a village near Thebes in upper Egypt—was the
Egyptian Pachomius (292/298–346), who by that time already had rich experience in the
eremitical life.13 His sister Mary, similarly inspired, founded a women’s community, since the
cenobitic life had from the beginning been a safe haven for all who sought God, both male and
female. Nine more male and two more female communities followed. Contemporaries reported
that their members numbered in the thousands, since in those stirring times the desire for
salvation was as great as it had been under Emperor Constantine (306–337), when Christianity
had been able to emerge into public life.With the strongest of ties to the Gospel, Pachomius
wrote a rule (he called the text “rules,” in the plural) for such a life, one that was to be led in
strictest community and under absolute obedience to the authority of an abbot.14 The aim was
to provide a secure refuge for those who were too weak for the eremitic life but who
nevertheless wanted to live as ascetics. The text is the oldest surviving rule for cenobitic
monasticism. The core ideals it recorded—poverty, contemplation, and chastity—were
modeled after the example of the hermits. But in the foreground of the rule stood a life lived in
community.15 All of the cells were to be found under one roof, and all who lived there ate
together, prayed together, and worked together. The community lived in a strictly enclosed
complex of buildings with a gate guarded both from without and from within—in other words, in
a cloister in the actual sense of the word, a claustrum, a place “enclosed.” Its way of life was
regulated precisely. The order of the day was firmly established, alternating between periods of
prayer, work, eating, and sleeping. And so that these crowds of monks and nuns (as they can
now be called) could be directed in an organized way, they were divided into groups (with
allegorical reference to the tribes of Israel), each with its various tasks and with a designated
leader.Those who lived in these early communities worked hard, so that from the proceeds of



their labor they might uphold the commandment to have charity toward their neighbor. And
because they worked with increasing efficiency, already in the lifetime of Pachomius himself
incomes surpassed expenses and property holdings grew enormously. The individual monk
remained completely poor even as each community became exceedingly rich—and thus
entangled once again in the earthly affairs that the monks had wanted to escape.To consider
the eremitical and the coenobitic forms of life together makes clear how remarkably they
capture, in embryonic form, all that the medieval monastic life would then repeatedly take up,
test, and adapt in new circumstances.On the one hand, there were the principles of monastic
life’s organization: a strict claustration, based on the text of a rule, that sharply cut off the
outside world, and a uniform, precisely ruled daily life of manual labor, personal poverty,
common worship, eating, and sleeping, all guided by the unassailable authority of the
community’s superior—as well as an economic strength that could make a monastery into an
important institution—and thus an envied one—in the world beyond its walls.On the other
hand, there were the basic elements of eremitic life: charismatic leaders whose aphorisms
came to be written down, individualized internalization of the values of religious life, the
absence of a written rule and of an organized order, spatially open forms of community with
individual cells, and renunciation of, or at least total lack of interest in, economic
success.Another patriarch of coenobitic life was Basil the Great (330–379), archbishop of
Caesarea.16 He saw true Christianity as fulfilled above all through the ascetic life, a life he
himself had practiced for decades. As a guide to the common life in a monastery he wrote in
dialogue form the texts of rules that were shaped in a deeply theological way by both a call to
ascetic renunciation of the world and strict adherence to the norm of the Gospel. At the same
time, however, as a bishop he understood the need to integrate monastic life into the structures
of ecclesiastical hierarchy within his jurisdiction. Already here an entirely new chapter in the
history of the vita religiosa had been introduced. Whereas both the communities of hermits and
the monasteries of Pachomius had stood at a certain distance from the hierarchical structures
of the bishops’ regulations, among the monasteries founded by Basil that relationship was of
an entirely different nature. Two formerly distinct spheres of influence now came into
relationship with one another: on the one hand, those active in the world and officially
responsible for the growth of Christianity, that is, the bishops as representatives of the
established church, and on the other, those who had recently retreated from such a world.
Basil sought here to balance tensions that admittedly would never find a definitive solution,
even across the coming centuries of the Middle Ages.In 451, the Council of Chalcedon
established a key legal principle: every monastery was to be under the direct supervision of the
local bishop, and only the bishop’s express authority could allow new foundations.17 Later
generations would continually appeal to these regulations, especially when they needed to
arrest the powerful forces working against them. The “paradise of the monks” was difficult to
reconcile with the burdens of this world.In North Africa at the turn to the fifth century, alongside
the eremitic and monastic patterns of life, a third lasting form of the vita religiosa began to take
on its normative shape: the cloistered life of clerics. Augustine (354–430), the most important
church father of Late Antiquity,18 retreated soon after his baptism in Milan in 387 to a small
family estate in Thagaste. There with his friends—among them his old and most trusted
companion Alypius—he lived in a cloistered community of “servants of God” (servi Dei). In the
following years he and his circle began to produce several religious rules. They would endure
over time and would have a remarkable impact. Despite their diversity, by the Middle Ages all of
them were drawn together and circulated in manuscript under the single title of the Rule of
Saint Augustine. The complex origins of these texts are in part responsible for that unique



reception.19In 391 Augustine was consecrated as a priest in Hippo in North Africa; there he
eventually founded another community for pious lay brothers. After being elected bishop of the
city in 395/97, around 400 he wrote (probably for that second community) a short rule that was
later called Praeceptum (“Precept”) or Regula ad servos Dei (“Rule for the Servants of God”). A
somewhat divergent recension of the text, also circulated under the title Regularis Informatio
(“Regular Instruction”), survives from that time, in connection with a letter of the bishop called
Obiurgatio (“Reprimand”), directed to a rebellious convent of religious women.20 It can no
longer be said with certainty which recension—for men or women—served as the basis for the
other.Augustine teaches his circle of students.In the meantime, the first community had
received its own rule. Alypius, who had remained in Thagaste and became bishop there in 394,
had returned home from a journey to Bethlehem with a collection of normative texts on
religious life. In 395 he developed these into a rule—the so-called Ordo Monasterii (“Order of
the Monastery”)—and had them recognized by Augustine, who had of course been the founder
of the community. From this text another version survives that was intended for women. On a
later visit to Hippo, Alypius also learned of the Praeceptum, and by combining that text with his
Ordo Monasterii he developed still another version of the text of the rule.The Praeceptum and
the Ordo Monasterii differ in both content and function. The latter text provided quite strict
instructions for the course of daily life in the monastery and thereby regulated the times for
prayer and work, the obligation to obedience, the importance of personal poverty, diet,
departure from the cloister, and correction of faults. It was a disciplinary text aimed at the moral
formation of humankind, in order to secure (as it says in the closing passages of the text)
salvation in Christ. The text of the Praeceptum also of course contained practical regulations
for the course of the day, food and clothing, property, obedience, and so on, but it tied these
patterns of relationship to the obligation of cultivating community, of being “one heart and one
soul”21 like the Christians of the early church, who had all in common (Acts 4:32). A spirit of
brotherhood, powerful enough to overcome differences of status between poor and rich, along
with mutual reliance on God, forgiveness, and love, stood in the forefront.As Augustine himself
bears witness, the community revealed in these regulations came together after his elevation
to the office of bishop, and its members were clergy of his church: “As all of you know, or
almost all of you, our way of life in the house called the bishop’s is such that we, insofar as we
are able, imitate those saints of whom the Acts of the Apostles says, ‘No one considered
anything that he possessed as his own, but all had everything in common.’”22Any knowledge
of the texts written by Augustine or those authored in his circle was almost entirely lost over the
coming centuries. Already in the first centuries of the Middle Ages, the Praeceptum was cited
only very rarely, and never in any prominent place—in the Rule of Caesarius of Arles, for
example, in the Rule of Saint Benedict, or in the Rule of Ferreolus of Uzès.23 Yet the
reputation of this renowned father of the church as founder of a model community remained
intact, and from the eleventh century on it led in fact to a new and special kind of cloistered life
—the vita canonica, the regular life of canons, as those were called who lived in the service of
a bishop’s church. As distinct from the eremitical life (vita eremitica) and the monastic life (vita
monastica)—both of which, although in different ways, concerned laymen who had crossed
over to religious life to seek God in asceticism, poverty, and inner contemplation—here it was
clerics who had also retreated from the world to live in a religious community shaped by
asceticism and poverty but who nevertheless remained active in the world through pastoral
care. The society of the Middle Ages would come to have great need of such men.The First
Monasteries in EuropeThe story thus far has focused only on the Christian regions of the
Middle East and of North Africa, a focus justified because the establishment of religious



communities in the West was remarkably delayed. It is true that very early—decades before
even Augustine—Eusebius (ca. 283–371), who was from 340 on the bishop of Vercelli
(Piedmont), had drawn together a community of clerics at his episcopal court and lived with
them in a kind of monastic community.24 Ascetic ways of life of a certain permanence,
however, emerged only from the first half of the fourth century. In Italy, for example, aristocratic
women who lived ascetic lives on family estates were guided by the vitae of the Egyptian
fathers of the desert.25The church father and translator of the Bible into Latin, Jerome (331/48–
419/20),26 played an important mediating role in this context. During the years 382–385, he
wrote persuasively about the ascetic religious life of virgines sacrae, of saintly virgins and
widows whom he actively supported in Rome. He maintained close personal relationships with
many women—especially the widow Marcella (ca. 325–410),27 who was from an ancient
Roman noble family—and also maintained an active correspondence with them. He knew the
eremitic life of Syria from his own experience, and he also wrote a life of Paul of Thebes, the
model Desert Father. Drawing from this background but now tailoring it to the Italian setting, he
wrote a long treatise on the preservation of virginity.28 In it he warned of the serious dangers
that so clearly could arise from the fact that the ascetic life was lived in a context surrounded
by the world, with all of its social entanglements and temptations.Other anchor points for a
cloistered life set apart from the world had also begun to take shape very early on in Gaul.
Taking the lead in developing a new model was Martin of Tours (316/17–397),29 who after
breaking off his military career had retreated with a crowd of like-minded followers to the
desolation of the forests near Poitiers. Elected bishop of Tours, around 375 he founded
communities in Marmoutier for both women and men to live a strongly eremitical life inspired by
the model of the early church. The office of bishop, which in Gaul at that time was still
overwhelmingly occupied by charismatic “men of God” (Martin was called vir Dei), had begun
to reconcile itself institutionally with the life of an ascetic hermit who had renounced the
world.The deserts of the East became the forests of Europe. And from the Loire region to the
Iberian Peninsula, the number of monasteries that venerated Martin grew rapidly—surely not
least because at the end of the fifth century the first Frankish king, Clovis, helped to establish
Martin’s cult and promoted him as a kind of “royal saint.”30 These “Martinian” monasteries
were long left to a certain disordered spontaneity, shaped by the movements of wandering
monks who left behind crowds of their followers in various places. Already the first church
council in the young Frankish kingdom, held in Orléans in 511, demanded “stability of
place” (stabilitas loci) of those who lived in these kinds of communities, which in the future
could only be established with the permission of the appropriate bishop.31Also in the fifth
century, a number of communities both in the lower Rhône valley and on the cluster of islands
around the abbey of Lérins (offshore from modern Cannes) turned the highly cultured
Provence into another center of monastic life.32 Above all at Lérins itself, founded between
405 and 410 by Honoratus of Arles, eremitical and coenobitic patterns had been innovatively
linked in a stable form of organization. In contrast to the Martinian monasteries, this form
offered an alternative monastic world33 that later spread far into the Burgundian-Frankish
north, to Lyon and the Jura. After its foundation, Lérins attracted the aristocratic elite of the
region, as well as those from the northern regions of Gaul that had been lost to the Germans.
Roman patterns of economic administration quickly turned the monastery into a prosperous
concern, as had happened with similar success among the foundations of Pachomius. Here in
a fully developed form was that pattern of development of monastic life that in the course of the
Middle Ages would transform religious communities into centers of economic wealth and
agricultural cultivation, and eventually even into focal points of power. This model was



something other than the vita religiosa as the arduous way into the desert or the forests, and
the two models would eventually come into sharp conflict.Lérins also provided fertile ground for
the careers of future bishops, including Caesarius of Arles (470–542),34 who became a monk
at Lérins at the end of the fifth century and who then in the course of an energetic career as
archbishop of Arles wrote two rules that had a lasting influence on the future of monastic life,
one for the women’s monastery in Arles of Saint-Jean, a community that he himself had
founded and that his sister Caesaria led.35 It is one of the oldest surviving rules for women.
Particularly striking about it is that on the one hand it requires all of the nuns, regardless of
their social rank, to live as equals and without personal property and on the other that the
women remain enclosed—the insistence on enclosure not entirely new, but here remarkably
strict, and combined with a rigorous insistence on remaining in one place (stabilitas loci) that
was obligatory even for the abbess.36 This kind of enclosure of nuns served to preserve the
nuns’ safety in those unstable times, but it was surely also meant above all as a preemptive
measure to guard against sexual temptation.Early on, the Frankish queen Radegundis
established a community according to Caesarius’s precepts at Sainte-Croix, which she
founded in 558 in Poitiers and which was also easily one of the most renowned women’s
communities of its time.37 Admittedly, the founder herself did not entirely adhere to its
regulations. She never thought to renounce her noble customs but instead lived in keeping with
her status in a few rooms in the monastery, receiving guests in majestic style. She also
involved herself continually in the business of high politics. In that way she was a forerunner of
a pattern of relationships that, despite all of the rules to the contrary, became common over the
coming centuries, especially in women’s religious houses.John Cassian (ca. 360–430/35)38 is
also worthy of mention as an author of a rule. After living for years in Bethlehem and the
monastic communities of Egypt, he arrived around 415 in the still-thriving port city of Massalia
(Marseille). There he founded a community for women, as well as one for men. The latter,
established under the patronage of Saint Victor, came over the next centuries to be numbered
among the most important religious communities in Western Christendom. Cassian recorded
his guidelines for monastic life in two works: On the Fundamentals of the Coenobitic Life (De
institutis coenobiorum) and Conversations with the Fathers (Collationes Patrum).39 Both were
among the most important channels for the transmission of the foundational ideas of the
Egyptian hermits to the West.40The starting point for Cassian, as with Augustine, was “to be of
one heart and one soul,” as in the early church—and as he saw it monks were the only ones
who still lived out that ideal. Led by the model of the early Desert Fathers, he was convinced
that it was possible to find one’s innermost life (and there alone to find God) by turning away
from the institutional church and the earthly entanglements of the world—“avoid the bishop and
the woman,” he said, perhaps with a sense of irony. In pursuit of such spiritual work, which
could only be carried out with fraternal assistance, Cassian introduced as an aid to meditation
the so-called praying of the hours, the responsive recitation of the Psalms, which for Cassian
was to be done in the morning and evening. These precepts, shaped with great spiritual depth,
are not to be thought of as a rule in a strict sense; rather, they represent a kind of normative
writing that would play an important role in monastic life precisely during its periods of reform
and renewal—writing that offered spiritually oriented admonitions, or paraenesis.Another early
focal point for monastic life emerged on the westernmost borders of Europe, beyond the
farthest borders of the disintegrating Roman Empire—in Ireland. This island, long cut off
culturally from the European continent, not least because of the Germanic invasions in Britain,
was Christianized through the work of the Welsh missionary Patrick (who died, it is thought, ca.
463/93). Thereafter, a landscape of richly endowed monasteries quickly emerged.41 The most



important links in this long chain were the double monastery of Kildare, founded in 470 by
Bridget, daughter of a king; Clonmacnois, founded around 543 by Ciarán; Doire (later Derry),
founded around 546 by Columba the Elder; Finnian’s community of Clonard, also founded in
the sixth century; the monastery of Bangor, founded around 558 by Comgall; and the
community of Clonfert, founded by Brendan around 560. These communities nourished the
ecclesiastical elite of Ireland and helped shape the fundamentals of its political, economic, and
cultural life. Clonmacnois, in fact, was for many centuries the spiritual and intellectual center of
the entire island.42What made these many monasteries distinct, scattered as they were across
the entire island, was that they also became actual centers for the general organization of the
church. In the largest monasteries there usually lived not only an abbot or an abbess but also a
bishop. The office of abbot usually remained in the hands of a wealthy family, on whose estates
the monastery was located. The abbots and abbesses were the guardians of traditions that
went back to the founding and preserved the charisma of the founder. The office of abbot was
the highest instance of jurisdiction and administration. The power of consecration, however, lay
with the bishop, who himself had often been called to his office by an abbot from within the
ranks of the monks.This surely remarkable variant of the mutual exchange between the worlds
of monastery and bishop—an exchange that, as has already been shown so often, shaped the
vita religiosa from the beginning—emerged from the idea that monks (especially if, as in
Ireland, they were also ordained as priests) could be of more service to God than those who
merely held an office in the church. The often extraordinarily stern ascetic life lived in Irish
monasteries, as well as the systematic penitential exercises embraced there, conveys the
image of the personal sanctity of the monk as a “man of God” (vir Dei). This monastic form of
charisma reveals itself to have far surpassed that inherent in the office of the bishop. In Ireland
monasteries thus became focal points for pastoral care, in turn requiring of their monks an
adequate education—and thereby helping the island, with its broader regional connections to
Northumbria, to become home to a vibrant and interwoven culture of the book that, for a time,
far outshone that of the continent.43Irish monasticism was also characterized by the particular
ascetic practice of voluntary exile, of “wandering for Christ” (peregrinatio pro Christo).44 It
inspired individual monks to bring the life of Ireland’s monasteries—and with it, by way of
mission, the Christian faith—to parts of the British Isles that had remained pagan. An
outstanding example of this dynamic is the career of Columbanus the Elder (532/33–597).45
Born in Ireland and descended from the high nobility, he founded a few monasteries there,
among them Daire Calcaich, today Londonderry in Northern Ireland. But he had soon to flee
Ireland because of a feud that he himself had caused and that led to a war between noble
clans. He made his way with a small group of followers to Pictish Scotland. There, south of the
Hebrides, he founded a monastery on the island of Iona around 563 or 564. The community
would become a leading center of missions to the pagan Picts and Scots, and also a royal
mausoleum.46 The monastery’s influence, however, reached far to the south, into the lands of
the Saxons, where Christianity had for the most part died out as a result of the pagan
invasions. The impetus came from King Oswald of Northumbria (ca. 604–642), who in his
childhood as an exile had been baptized at Iona and raised as a Christian.47 Seeking to re-
Christianize his kingdom, the king turned to that community shortly before 634. After a failed
first attempt he soon received the monk Aidan, who founded a new cloister and a successful
center for missions on the island of Lindisfarne on the coast of the North Sea.48 A number of
future foundations then allowed the influence of this community to reach into the kingdom of
Mercia.These missions, exports of the world of the monastery across northeastern England,
had a certain parallel in the southeast. There the impulses came not from a largely



autonomous Irish monasticism but rather by way of the Franks and directly from a mission
initiated by the papacy. Its leader was Augustine, longtime prior of the papal abbey of St.
Andrew’s in Rome and now sent out as a missionary by Pope Gregory (I) the Great.49 In 597,
after a first failure only two years before, he landed on the coast of the kingdom of Kent and
made his way to King Aethelbert in Canterbury. The king’s wife Bertha was a Frank and a
Christian; she had certainly lent her support to the mission, if she had not in fact encouraged it.
Aethelbert was himself baptized and tasked Augustine with systematically leading his kingdom
—now the most powerful in southern England—to the Christian faith. The pope supported that
mission through numerous letters of instruction, through the provision of liturgical objects,
books, and reliquaries, and through the sending of further missionaries. He also elevated
Augustine to the status of archbishop of Canterbury, with future suffragans in London and
Rochester.Despite these pastoral tasks, Augustine did not forget his roots in monastic life. He
founded the abbey of Peter and Paul just outside the gates of his city, thereby establishing a
symbolic tie to the princes of the apostles in Rome and also consequently expressing the
nature of his program. It remains unclear which rule guided the life of these and later
monasteries. In any case the life of these communities was not, as one so often reads, a
Benedictine tradition. The monks did follow a Roman rite for their liturgy, however, and thereby
distinguished themselves sharply from the inhabitants of the Irish, Scottish, and Northumbrian
monasteries.The Irish monks’ embrace of pilgrimage had a key consequence: from the sixth
century on, the religious culture of the island established lasting bridges to the continent,
above all in what had become an increasingly powerful and large Frankish kingdom led by the
Merovingians. The earliest and also the most successful representative of this way of life was
Columbanus the Younger (540–615).50 Around the year 590 he departed from the northern
cloister of Bangor with twelve followers. His arrival as a charismatic “man of God” immediately
earned him the support of the Frankish king and nobility. It was thus possible for him to
establish for the rapidly growing group of monks who followed him first the monastery of
Annegrey, on the western slopes of the Vosges Mountains, and shortly thereafter, nearby to
the south, the communities of Luxeuil and Fontaines in Dijon.For these three monasteries
Columbanus wrote a single rule that was based above all on acts of penance.51 It envisioned
a monastic life lived according to the strict Irish expectations of chastity and obedience,
expectations that had as their goal the imitation of the suffering, humiliated Christ. Its
communities were expected to live in almost uninterrupted prayer, and with prayer they would
open the way, so to speak, for their ascent to heaven. In addition, Columbanus authored two so-
called penitentials. These formally laid out what punishments and acts of penance were
appropriate for particular lapses.Such a harsh form of piety, one focused externally and driven
by submission, was in its day quite clearly attractive, because monasteries recruited heavily
from the ranks of upper nobility and, like Lérins, were fertile ground for cultivating the careers
of future bishops, who also came from the aristocracy.52 The aristocratic laity who supported
and patronized these monasteries were certain that they had made a good investment in their
own salvation, sustained as it was by the prayers of these strictly obedient monks. For
premodern societies, proper form was often important as a guarantee of content.Columbanus
was exiled after a lengthy struggle with Theoderic II (king of the Burgundian region of the
Frankish kingdom from 596–613), whom he accused of an immoral way of life. Columbanus
then made his way to Metz, in Austrasia (in the eastern regions of the kingdom), and found
acceptance at the court there. But he traveled further to Alemannia, worked there as a
missionary, and then came to the Lombard court in Milan. There, in 612, on the northern
fringes of the Apennines, he at last founded the monastery of Bobbio,53 a community that later



became a renowned center of education in the West.After Columbanus’s death in 615, his
conception of monastic life lived on. Numerous monastic communities shaped by his tradition
appeared across Francia, whether with the support of both the secular and the episcopal
nobility or through their direct initiative—thereby revealing with remarkable clarity what would
become a long-lived, essential element of the vita religiosa of the Middle Ages: the close
relationship between monastery and political power, a relationship that often took on an almost
symbiotic character and that was often expressed as domination over religious
communities.The seventh century thus saw an increase in the number of monasteries that
remained, in terms of property law, in the hands of those who had founded them—whether
kings, bishops, nobility, or sometimes even members of other monasteries—and who provided
the appropriate resources, especially land and estates. The individual lords of each of these
churches could dispose of the wealth of a so-called proprietary monastery in any way that did
not interfere with its religious activity. They could even give their monastery away, leave it as an
inheritance, or appoint its abbot, largely without regard to the rights of the local bishop. This
institutional dynamic is visible as far back as the fifth century but saw its fullest expansion in
the Carolingian era. In fact the church officially recognized it at a Roman synod in 826: “A
monastery or a chapel that has been founded correctly according to the law of the church
should not be removed from the lordship of the founder [dominium constructoris].”54On the
other hand, Columbanus’s monasteries were able to free themselves from those ecclesiastical
structures that had already begun to emerge in his day. Inspired by the Irish ideal of the cloister-
bishop, monasteries could free themselves from both the local bishop’s oversight and his
prerogatives over the consecration and installation of abbots, even though the Council of
Chalcedon55 had granted that right unconditionally. Such monasteries were “exempt,” that is,
no longer subject to the power of their respective bishops. In principle, an exempt monastery
might then be placed directly under the authority of the papacy—as happened for example with
Luxeuil, or later, in 628, with the monastery of Bobbio in the Apennines. And with these events
there again began to emerge entirely new conditions for the world of the monastery, conditions
that would shape the future in essential ways.56With Bobbio the story returns again to Italy
and thus to a region that had prepared the ground for one of the most important turning points
in the history of monastic life, even if it would be some two centuries more before it came to
fruition. The story now turns to an abbot named Benedict.__________1 Johannes
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Rechtsgeschichte (Berlin: Schmidt, 2008), 1:1451–52.2The Benedictine Rule and Its
LongevityBenedict as “Textual Trace”In the last decade of the sixth century, Pope Gregory the
Great (590–604) wrote a text in Rome that would soon be comparable to only a few others in
its importance for shaping the development of monastic life in the West. The text concerns the
origins of Benedictine life.In four books entitled Dialogues on the Life and the Miracles of the
Italian Fathers (Dialogi de vita et miraculis patrum italicorum),1 Gregory aimed to prove that
the Italian peninsula had nurtured an asceticism equal in standing to that of the East.2 One of
its protagonists was Benedict, from the central Italian city of Nursia (today Norcia), who for
decades was the abbot of a monastery on Monte Cassino. The pope, as he admitted, did not
know the abbot personally but had only heard of him through contemporary witnesses. Among
them were even two of Benedict’s successors as abbot. Gregory seems to have seen in
Benedict—who was “blessed in grace as well as in name” (Dialogues 2. Prologue)3—a
particularly powerful model character, one worthy of the entire second book of his
Dialogues.The Abbey San Benedetto near Subiaco. It is also called Sacro Speco, the Holy
Cave. Here, according to Pope Gregory I, was Benedict’s first residence.Gregory’s treatment of
the life and work of an abbot who had previously inspired no written record should not be
understood as a biography in any modern sense. The work was instead intended to convey an
ideal image of an ascetic and a charismatic leader of a monastic community. Consequently, the
author was less interested in historical facts than in their power to serve as examples. These
bore witness to the abbot’s divine gifts, to the sanctity of his conversion and his ability to work
miracles, and to his extraordinary power to communicate norms and values.At the beginning of
the text stands Benedict’s turn from the world of late antique Rome, which to him now seemed
to be completely corrupt: “But as he saw many sink into the abyss of vice, he pulled back the
foot that he had placed on the threshold of the world, so that he himself would not also fall into
that horrible abyss, had he tasted something of worldly knowledge” (Dialogues 2. Prologue).
His resolve led him first to the loneliness of a hidden cave near Subiaco on the slopes of the
Apennines, where he aimed to live “alone in himself, under the eyes of the heavenly
watchman” (Dialogues 2.3). But after a time he left this dwelling (over which was eventually
built the imposing abbey of San Benedetto, which still stands today) to settle in the valley and
to try to live a life of asceticism in community. He took over the leadership of one monastery,
where he was almost poisoned by his own monks, and thereafter founded his own. Finally he
set out from that region, heading to the south, and settled at Monte Cassino, where with his
followers he established a monastery on the site of a ruined ancient temple.Clearly Gregory’s
text stylized Benedict’s life to this point as the narrative of his gradual steps toward redemption
in order to bring him all the more powerfully to his destination. The story goes on to emphasize
how Benedict set about fighting with the devil to establish his community, and how through his
miracles he established not only its inner stability but also its social moorings in the world
around it. The text then places special emphasis on the fact that Benedict wrote a rule there,
one that “was excellent in its measured discernment [discretio], illuminating in its exposition.” “If
one should want to learn of his life and his nature more precisely,” Gregory wrote, “he can find
it all in the prescriptions of this rule, whose discipline he taught through deeds. For the holy
man could not teach in any other way than the way he lived” (Dialogues 2.36).Benedict
reached the pinnacle of his ascent (a worldly ascent, if considered superficially, but in reality a
spiritual one) one night as he stood high above in the window of his tower, in prayer. There, as
the text relates (Dialogues 2.35), he saw a light as bright as day, and “the whole world” stood
before his eyes, “drawn together as in a single ray of sunshine.” The scope of his life expanded
from the narrows of the first cave near Subiaco to encompass the breadth of the whole world,



and even at his death that same ascension was rendered visible one last time: where once his
body had been hidden in the walls of caves, separated from all, he now died at Monte Cassino
supported by his crowd of followers, lifted high and with his hands raised to heaven.With this
symbolically rich performance, the stage was set for Benedict’s future veneration not only as
the paternal leader of a community but also, far beyond that, as a mediator between the
narrowly bound earthly matters of this world and God’s boundlessness in heaven. That kind of
message was about far more than any mere historiographical effort to communicate the facts.
Without question it provided the foundation for a veneration of Benedict that later earned him
the designation “Father of the West” or, as the 1964 papal expression put it, the “Patron of
Europe.”4All the more striking is that such a grand impact depends on a single text. What
Gregory’s contemporaries knew of Benedict, what many generations afterward knew, and
indeed what we know of Benedict today we know from this one text alone. That includes even
Benedict’s very existence, since had Gregory not written a second book of the Dialogues, no
“Benedictine” monasticism could ever have been established. From the point of view of
historical criticism, therefore, the text itself becomes a problem.5 What, after all, guarantees its
accuracy? For those in search of historical facts, the panegyric of the text both clouds the
subject matter and in equal measure idealizes it in ways that move beyond history. Gregory
provided no chronology anchored in specific years, because he needed nothing of that sort for
his purpose. The dates of Benedict’s life must be extrapolated from other events or people
known from the historical record—480 for his birth, 529 for the foundation of the community at
Monte Cassino, and 547 for his death.Gregory’s text was an orphan in its day, moreover, not
only because it stood as a single textual witness.6 Behind it stood not even a contemporary
physical monument that might have spoken to the abbot’s institutional impact. Gregory himself
in fact mentions that the monastery at Monte Cassino had since Benedict’s time been
destroyed by the Lombards (Dialogues 2.17)—an event that would seem to be well placed in
the year 577, when forces led by Duke Zotto laid waste to wide stretches of the countryside,
but which must date in any case to some point in the broad span of time between the 570s and
580s. A much later and uncertain source, the history of the Lombards written by Paul the
Deacon in the 780s, suggests that some of the surviving monks fled to Rome. At the time of
the composition of the Dialogues, no reliable trace of Benedictine life was to be found
anywhere.Any later impact Benedict might have had as a model of ascetic leadership in a
community of monks thus clearly depended on how widely Gregory’s Dialogues were received.
Gregory did nothing worthy of mention to publicize the text, though his name alone carried
sufficient renown. The first mention of the work appeared in 613/14, far to the north among the
Franks, in an explicit citation. In the course of the seventh century the work then came to be
read all over southern and western Europe. Its reading thus allowed Benedict to become quite
a familiar figure from an early date,7 and yet it took until the first decade of the eighth century—
so far as we know—for anything about Benedict as a saint worthy of veneration to be written
down outside of the Dialogues, in an entry in the calendar of the Northumbrian and Frisian
missionary Willibrord.8The Rule of Saint BenedictBenedict’s actual appearance took place in a
different way. It came about earlier, and in the end it had more of an impact than the
hagiography. In the year 625 Venerandus, abbot of the Provençal monastery of Hauterive (Alta
Ripa), wrote to the bishop of Albi that his community followed the Rule sancti Benedicti abbati
Romensis—of the “Roman” abbot Saint Benedict.9 The text of the Rule itself prepared the way
for the growth of the reputation of Benedict and the power of Benedictine monasticism.Gregory
had written that the Rule of Saint Benedict was filled with the spirit of discernment—discretio.
The oldest surviving witness of the text that coalesced under the name of Benedict is from



early eighth-century England, followed by a somewhat different version from the first third of
the ninth,10 commissioned by Charlemagne. The text, along with others before it, is in fact
shaped by the ideal of discernment (discretio).11 Through his normative power, the leader of
the community—the abbot—was obligated to righteousness: “He must know,” says the text of
the Rule, “what a difficult and demanding burden he has undertaken: directing souls and
serving a variety of temperaments, coaxing, reproving and encouraging them as appropriate.”
He must “accommodate and adapt himself to each one’s character and intelligence” (RB
2.31-32). He is to take heed of “this and other examples of discretion, the mother of
virtues” (RB 64.19).12These principles guided the allotment of necessities among all in
common, the distribution of clothing, food, and drink or the assignment of work on particular
tasks, the care of the old, children, and the ill, or the carrying out of punishment. The
justification was found in this sentence from the Rule: “Everything he teaches and commands
should, like the leaven of divine justice [divina iustitia], permeate the minds of his disciples” (RB
2.5). In this way the abbot was positioned to serve as a bridge between the monastery’s
immanence and divine transcendence. Only by virtue of this double relationship was the abbot
to be understood as the representative of Christ in the monastery, as the very beginning of the
Rule emphasizes. The same relationship explains both the tremendous responsibility of the
abbot with respect to his community and the fact that he alone is responsible for them before
God.The Rule is a spiritual text. Its opening words—“Listen, my son, to the master’s
instructions, and attend to them with the ear of your heart” (RB Prol. 1)—indicate an inner,
spiritual listening, one that should make the “heart wide” and that should make it possible to
“run on the path of God’s commandments,” in “the inexpressible delight of love” (RB Prol. 49).
The Rule’s admonitions, such as “Let us open our eyes to the divine light and let us hear with a
startled ear what the voice of God calls us and urges us to do: ‘Today, if you hear his voice, do
not let your heart be hardened’” (RB Prol. 9-10), are directed to those who strive for the highest
possible perfection of their souls, which they seek to embed within the divine order.Yet the Rule
is also an organizational text. It assumes that the individual remains imperfect, and therefore
endangered, and that a life in community, in a monastery cut off from the world, is the best
safeguard in the struggle for perfection. In that respect the monastery is to be understood as a
“school for the Lord’s service” (RB Prol. 45) and is presented as a “workshop” (RB 4.78) in
which, with the help of the “tools for good works” (RB 4, heading), the soul is shaped for God.
In this school every desire for the love of God and neighbor would be established, as well as
the avoidance of moral vices like pride, contentiousness, and idleness.But beyond that, certain
monastic virtues of ascetic life are also important: to love fasting, to chastise the body, to deny
fleshly desires, to practice silence, and to renounce personal property. Common prayer and
liturgical celebration, common eating, sleeping, and manual labor establish the rhythms of the
day. Regarding the last of these, the Rule says, “When they live by the labor of their hands, as
our fathers and the apostles did, then they are really monks” (RB 48.8). This sentence had
revolutionary potential in the best sense, because it reinterpreted the meaning of manual labor;
once an activity that in the ancient tradition was appropriate for a slave but not for a free man,
here it appeared as an activity that allowed access to heaven. Work was ascesis, and it had
the power to ennoble all Christians, regardless of their status.The Rule lays out in painstaking
detail the norms that are to guide all of these relationships, and it thereby lays claim to the
whole person, both inwardly and outwardly. At the same time it is a pragmatically oriented text
that is able to organize daily life. As a set of legal instructions,13 it regulates the acceptance of
new members, the division of labor among the offices of the monastery, the administration of
economic resources, the duties of almsgiving to the poor at the gate, the provision of clothing



and tools, and so on. It seeks to forestall deviance, sets out the conditions through which guilt
can be acknowledged and atoned for, and lays out guidelines for punitive measures ranging
from corporal punishment to exile from the community for serious infractions. The Rule
envisions an enclosed community, one whose economy and organization are autarchic and
one largely untouched by the interference of outside ecclesiastical authorities. The local bishop
is to be called in only when the community’s priest has blatantly failed or when the abbot has
tolerated moral decline.The text of the Rule itself rests on the foundations of what was already
a rich monastic tradition. It depends above all on the so-called Rule of the Master,14 composed
around 500, a text whose strict asceticism and discipline it somewhat relaxed, and it also uses
(as the text itself reveals) the “Rule of our Holy Father Basil” (d. 379), thus bringing together the
intellectual legacy of Eastern and Western monasticism. It was thus probably the Rule’s
humane balance between strictness and mercy, as well as its calculated syncretism, that
especially contributed to the excellent quality of the text’s content and thus to its success. The
Rule was exemplary in its moderation, seeking to bring spiritual challenges into harmony with
the limits of bodily strength, so that the ascetic world of the monastery might be bearable—not
a prison, but a joyful place whose inhabitants were set free to pursue their ultimate end.15And
yet it can nowhere be clearly shown that this fascinating text is identical to that which Gregory
mentions in his Dialogues. When the pope wrote that the Rule written by Saint Benedict was
shaped by discretio, that in itself was no sufficient basis for forming a judgment about it; the
same could have been said, for example, of the Rule of Cassian.16Even if Gregory made it
clear that Benedict taught exactly as he lived, the Rule could thereby only give information
about the way of life of its author, and not vice versa. The text offers not the slightest hint of
biographical evidence. The attribution of the text to a Benedict appears quite early, however,
and presumes as accepted fact that the Benedict of the Dialogues and the Benedict of the
Rule are the same person. The fact that this Benedict was named the “Roman abbot” early on
by Venerandus (in the case noted above), and more frequently still in later decades, was—
according to the evidence of the Dialogues—historically inaccurate; questions thus arise about
whether Gregory’s text had been understood very well.Yet the Rule’s very orientation toward
Rome—probably because the text was first identified in a remark by a Roman bishop—
contributed to its success among those who were at the time predisposed to give it a warm
reception: the Franks. In the seventh century a network of Gallo-Frankish patrons gathered
around the Merovingian court were committed to founding and supporting monasteries; they
had a clear interest in promoting the Rule of Saint Benedict, not least because the text was
understood to be “Roman” in a normative sense.17 Benedict’s Rule thus gained in authority
and at the same time presented itself as an ideal bridge to Rome, home to the prince of the
apostles.A growing interest in Rome and the life of its monasteries is also discernible in
England. From there the Northumbrian abbot Benedict Biscop (629–690), among others, had
several times traveled through the western Frankish kingdom and to Rome, in order to study
monastic life and its texts in general. He also encountered the Rule of Saint Benedict in Lérins
and then introduced it (in the form of a hybrid text) in his monasteries, Wearmouth and Jarrow,
on the Northumbrian coast.18 It is also possible that his travels produced what remains the
oldest surviving manuscript of the Rule of Saint Benedict, found today in Oxford (Bodleian
Library, Hatton 48). At times Benedict Biscop was accompanied by his friend Wilfrid (ca. 634–
709/10), a monk from the community of Lindisfarne.19 After Wilfrid had returned to his
Northumbrian home in 661, he received from Ealhfrith, the son of the king, the abbey of Ripon
(today in North Yorkshire). There he introduced both the Roman Rite and the Rule of Saint
Benedict, albeit probably in a mixed form, with regional customs. This signaled the start of what



would be a strong retreat of the Irish-Scottish traditions of monastic life in central England—a
development only strengthened by the subsequent decrees of an Anglo-Saxon council held in
Whitby in 664 under the growing influence of southern England.20The Career of Benedict and
His RuleThis phase of the “discovery” of Benedict’s Rule, which lasted well into the eighth
century, fell within a multifaceted and lively epoch of Latin monasticism.21 It was an age
shaped by the brisk pace of new foundations, especially those of kings and the upper nobility.
Some significant examples, among many, include the male monastery of Corbie in the Somme
Valley and the women’s monastery of Chelles near Paris, both founded by the Frankish queen
Balthild (d. 680),22 and the women’s monastery of San Salvatore in Brescia, established in
753 by the Lombard king Desiderius.23 Also characteristic for the time, however, were the
important missionary efforts that had their origins in the Irish, and later in the Anglo-Saxon,
ideal of peregrinatio noted above and that found both organizational and spiritual manifestation
in the founding of numerous new monasteries. Early examples include the foundations of the
missionary bishop Pirmin, for example, the monastery of Reichenau, founded in 724.24
Women’s monasticism also found notably strong expression in the form not only of women’s
communities but also in the rise of double monasteries,25 in which women and men lived
separately yet together as one community. In England, Whitby,26 founded in 657, stood out as
an example here, and in France the monastery of Remiremont in Alsace, founded in 620.27In
this era of new beginnings, the text of the Rule that was coming together under the name of
Benedict began its career as part of the so-called mixed rules—that is, the textual products of
a selective reading of a variety of surviving rules by various authors, shaped not least by local
customs or the decisions of local abbots. Normative guidelines that one might call a “religious
rule” were at that time not bound to unalterable texts.One widespread combination blended the
Rule of Saint Benedict with that of the Irish missionary Columbanus, who (as was noted above)
had founded the monasteries of Luxeuil and Bobbio. Already under the second successor to
Columbanus at Luxeuil, Waldebert (629–679), the community began to depart from strict
adherence to Columbanus’s norms, taking up additional stipulations from the Benedictine
rule.28 Such changes spread quickly. Evidence suggests that already by around 640, life at the
new abbey of Fleury (today Saint-Benoît-sur-Loire) was lived “according to the Rule of most
holy Benedict and lord Columbanus,”29 and that this normative guide was quickly passed on to
Lérins, the renowned ancient Gallic monastery off the coast of Provence. The focal point of the
spread was in Gaul, where up to the end of the seventh century, at least in the northern
regions, almost every monastery was more or less strongly influenced by the Benedictine rule.
Adding nuance to the pattern is the fact that new rules were also composed at the time using
Benedict’s text. So, for example, Donatus, bishop of Besançon from 624–660 and strongly
influenced by Luxeuil, composed a rule for nuns from texts of Caesarius of Arles and
Columbanus as well as from the Benedictine rule.30 An anonymous author (probably from
Luxeuil) was similarly inspired, composing a “rule for virgins” that survives as regula cuiusdam
ad virgines, a text strongly (though not exclusively) based on the Rule of Saint Benedict.31Yet
for all of the places where the Benedict of the Dialogues had been active, early on he could be
remembered nowhere—there was no Benedictine life in either Subiaco or Monte Cassino.
Already in the second half of the seventh century it was believed that Benedict’s body had
come to rest in the monastery of Fleury on the Loire. Italy seems to have simply forgotten the
“humble provincial abbot”32 who had been stylized in the Dialogues as a saintly model.The
situation changed dramatically in 717. Looking back at around the end of the eighth century,
the monk Paulus Diaconus wrote in his History of the Lombards33 that Petronax, a leading
citizen of the city of Brescia, had moved first to Rome and then—at the insistence of Pope



Gregory II (715–731)—to the “fortress” of Cassino, “to the holy body of the blessed father
Benedict.” There he came upon a few simple men who chose him as their master (Senior).
After attracting more monks, Petronax came to see himself as compelled to begin a life in
community and to found the monastery anew, “under the yoke of the holy rule and according to
the model of blessed Benedict.” Somewhat later Petronax is said to have received from Pope
Zachary (741–752) the more substantial collection of books that was so essential for monastic
life, among them the rule that the blessed father Benedict had supposedly written with his own
hand. A genuine monastery had now been established, a visible and fixed monument, where
previously there had been only the letters of a written report. That it should have turned out this
way was certainly because of the personal commitment of Gregory II, who consciously sought
to attach himself to the pontificate of his namesake and predecessor—and who wanted to
develop good relations with the Franks in order to establish a certain counterbalance to the
political and religious influence of the Byzantines.A succession of visitors quickly began to
arrive from the Frankish kingdom. Particularly frequent as guests were the students and
associates of Winfrid Boniface of Wessex, whom Gregory II had consecrated as a missionary
bishop. Among the first of those, arriving around 730, was Willibald, later bishop of Eichstätt,
who had already lived according to the “institution of the regular life of holy Benedict” and who
now passed on his experience to the new community at Monte Cassino. In 747 and 748
Sturmius followed, the abbot of Fulda, the community he had founded under the direction of
Boniface, which already lived exclusively according to the Rule of Saint Benedict.34 That rule
had certainly found in Boniface an early supporter with widespread influence. Under his
direction, in 742/43 a reform synod had prescribed that the Rule of Saint Benedict should be
the only authoritative guide for all Frankish monasteries.35And yet something was still missing
on Monte Cassino: the body of Benedict. Here too Pope Zacharias offered help, together with
another esteemed guest at Monte Cassino: Carloman, the now resigned brother of Pippin, who
with the aid of Pope Zacharias had become the Frankish king. In 750/51, Zacharias gave
Carloman a letter to take with him to the Frankish kingdom. The letter asked that Benedict’s
body (which was firmly believed to be at Fleury) be brought back to Monte Cassino. The effort
was not very successful: Monte Cassino eventually received only a few bones. In his history
(cited above), Paul the Deacon later offered the community the consolation that because no
one would have been able to steal any decaying body parts immediately after Benedict’s
death, they were surely still to be found at the place where he had died. Consequently, Paul
said, he could rightly assert—as cited above—that Petronax “was drawn to the holy body of the
blessed father Benedict.”More and more Monte Cassino grew “into the role of a monastic
model.”36 Abbot Theodomarus (778–797) soon sent a lengthy letter to Count Theodoric, a
relative of Charlemagne, in which he wrote out and explained the customs of Monte Cassino
for the use of certain brothers in Gaul.37 Charlemagne himself visited the abbey in 787, on the
occasion of a campaign against the Duchy of Benevento, and asked for a copy of the version of
the Rule that Pope Zachary had brought there. Charlemagne, who was generally concerned for
the norma rectitudinis, for ordering his kingdom according to what was right, valued what he
saw as the unadulterated text—a text that in his eyes, of course, stood as the autograph it was
claimed to be. As the so-called Aachener Normalkodex, this version of the Rule lived on.The
Second Benedict and the Reform of the Frankish MonasteriesYet the spread of the text of the
Rule, and above all the recognition of the text as the normative standard for monastic life,
unfolded more slowly than decrees—for example, the synod of 742/43 noted above—might
suggest. Without doubt, in view of the challenge of holding the empire together, the
Carolingians had a political interest in having the most uniform rule possible for their



monasteries. The Benedictine rule, for both its inner balance and—as has been emphasized—
its supposedly Roman origins, seemed best suited in this regard. The decrees of the synods
and imperial diets presumed from 789 forward that monastic life should be exclusively
Benedictine. Delegates to the diet held in Aachen in autumn of 802 brought with them from all
parts of the empire letters reporting how matters stood regarding the recognition and
implementation of the Benedictine rule.38In light of their scandalous deficiencies, all
monasteries were now strictly commanded to order their liturgical practices according to this
rule. The monasteries, each one calling on local traditions foundational to their identity, resisted
strongly. The renowned community of Corbie, for example, followed customs that had nothing
to do with either the text or the spirit of the Benedictine rule, and at Saint Gall and Reichenau
the story was no different. Moreover, especially during the reign of Charlemagne, other
renowned male and female monasteries—for example, Saint Denis near Paris, Saint Bénigne
in Dijon, Saint Victor in Marseille, Chelles near Paris, and Nivelles in Brabant—gave up their
monastic observance and turned to the easier way of life lived by canons and canonesses.At
least in some regions, the measures of 802 were not without results. Archbishop Leidrad of
Lyon (d. 813), for example, undertook a massive attempt to enforce the Rule of Saint Benedict
in his diocese.39 But the broader breakthrough of enforcement came under the son of
Charlemagne, Louis the Pious, who embraced comprehensive reforms on the political, social,
and ecclesiastical levels in order to ensure the unity of his kingdom. One of his most important
supporters was Benedict of Aniane (ca. 750–821),40 born as Witiza, son of the Count of
Maguelonne. Already in the late eighth century he had shaped the life of the southern French
monastery of Aniane, which he had founded, into a strict Benedictine community guided by a
blended, especially stern observance based on particular prescriptions from Basil and
Pachomius.Later he sent monks from Aniane to reform other monasteries across Aquitaine
and Languedoc, gave these communities the Rule of Saint Benedict along with other written
customs (consuetudines), and visited them. From these emerged a loose, nonhierarchical
congregation of Benedictine houses. In 814 Benedict of Aniane was called to the side of Louis
the Pious, and in 815/16, after a stay in the Alsatian monastery of Maursmünster, with Louis’s
support he founded the abbey of Inden (later Kornelimünster) near Aachen. He developed that
community into a kind of center for training personnel for other monasteries that wanted to
embrace the observance of the Benedictine rule.The remark in the Rule of Saint Benedict
(61.2) that each monastery had a certain “local custom” (consuetudo loci) was for Benedict of
Aniane the key provision that allowed him to assume a twofold normative guide, one based on
the Rule as well as on custom—and thus to develop, on the basis of a single valid rule, a single
custom for the entire kingdom. In a way consistent with the motto “one rule and one
custom” (una regula et una consuetudo)41 and using Inden as a model for monastic life—with
the help of royal assurance of immunity from the interference of other sovereigns, assurance of
free abbatial elections, and assurance of royal protection even in matters that did not concern
royal monasteries—Benedict sought to enforce a uniform monastic life across the Frankish
kingdom.In an unprecedentedly radical way—though the results only emerged after a long
process—three synods (held at Aachen in 816, 817, and 818/19) commanded monastic
communities to adhere exclusively to the dictates of the Benedictine rule. And as an aid to
putting the new policy into practice, Benedict of Aniane himself authored a series of
consuetudines that served as a kind of guide to implementation. Their guidelines were equally
valid for both male and female monasteries, as the anonymous biographer of Louis the Pious
emphasized: “the uniform and unchanging custom of life according to the rule of holy Benedict
was carried to the monasteries, to men as well as to holy female nuns” (sanctis monialibus



feminis).42The decrees were broadcast throughout the kingdom by royal ambassadors—missi.
Yet Benedict of Aniane admittedly did not use every opportunity to achieve as one possible aim
of his measures the institutional incorporation of every monastery in the empire under a
common Benedictine observance. The one binding consuetudo was insufficient, not least
because it had not been established in a strictly monolithic form. There was no comprehensive
cohesion within prayer confraternities, as might have been established according to the Irish/
Anglo–Saxon mode,43 nor were the monasteries subordinated legally and hierarchically to
Benedict of Aniane’s leadership, since he was concerned on principle to preserve the
autonomous position of each monastery in the Benedictine sense. He sought much more to
ensure the continuity of his reforms through the power of the Frankish ruler and the efficacy of
his legal ordinances, which were aimed at the establishment and preservation of monasteries
guided by the Benedictine rule and by a “regular” abbot (abbas regularis).At the same time,
and motivated by the same idea of the political unity of the realm, in 816 the Synod of Aachen
reformed the clergy by giving them their own way of life alongside the monks—the ordo
canonicus. Building on regulations that Bishop Chrodegang of Metz44 (ca. 715–766) had
already developed for clergy in his diocese, as well as on the relevant decrees of councils held
under Charlemagne (especially that of the year 794), the synod completed a “book on the
establishment of the canons” (Liber de institutione canonicorum).45 It set out in detail how the
clergy was to lead a life in community—a vita communis—in an enclosed, monastic space,
whether within a bishop’s court or as an independent community; it further required that a
praepositus—a “superior”—should stand at the head of such communities (called
“foundations”), and finally that the canons were to have a common refectory and dormitory and
were to pray and work together.It can rightly be said that the intention of this legislation was
thus to “monasticize” the clergy, but with two very important differences: there was no life-long
commitment to membership, and the use of property was allowed. In all events, since from the
time of the Carolingian reforms the vita canonica had always also been understood as the vita
apostolica, the personal poverty of the now-regulated lives of the canons nevertheless
remained one of their most essential founding ideals. This set of tensions would eventually
nurture a number of later conflicts, each of which would inspire further efforts at reform.The
synods made parallel efforts to regulate the lives of canonesses—women who lived together in
communities but who were not bound to a strict vow of poverty or lifelong membership.46 The
816 synod promulgated the Institutio Sanctimonialium, a statute that regulated the life in
community of these women. Here too, as among the men, the daily life of community with its
obligations of prayer, meals, and sleep in common rooms stood in the forefront. According to
this legislation, canonesses were obligated to obedience to an abbess, though they could
retain their own personal property (including the ownership of land), employ servants, and use
private rooms for retreats within their strictly guarded enclosures. Social differences and
sensibility to differences in rank were not denigrated, though no member was to be
disadvantaged because of them.The nature of the surviving sources, however, allows for
neither proof of the immediate realization of the Institutio or even for the possibility of making a
clear distinction over the next two centuries between which houses were occupied by
canonesses and which by nuns of some form of Benedictine observance—in later terminology,
whether the community was a “foundation” (Stift) or a monastery. The boundaries were fluid.
This was especially true for the great wave of new women’s communities established from the
ninth to the early eleventh century in the region of the duchy of Saxony—a wave that began in
800 with Herford, reached its first high point with the establishment of Essen before 850 and
Gandersheim in 852, and then continued in the following century with Quedlinburg in 936 and



others, eventually encompassing some sixty-four houses.47
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Jeff Zoroya, “Well Written and Informative. Melville's book is a well written and informative
overview of Western monasticism.He begins with the desert fathers and ends with the tapering
off of monastic influence in the 15th century. He does an excellent job of describing the shift in
the monastic center of gravity from the more "traditional" Cluniac and Cistercian orders toward
the mendicant orders during the middle of the Middle Ages.He always has an eye to that which
fueled the growth, and decline, of the various monastic orders, their religious fervency and the
spiritual nature of that fervency. As a result his book is not simply a history of people and
events, it's also a history of monastic thought and belief.Another distinctive aspect of the book
is his discussion of the various female orders throughout the period.”

Joel Holtz, “Definitive history of medieval monasticism. This is probably one of the most
comprehensive books ever written on the early ten centuries of monastic life. Melville covers
the Benedictines, Cistercians, Franciscans, Dominicans, and a few others. The longest section
is on the Benedictines, and for me was the most enjoyable to read.If you're looking for a
definitive resource on the monastic life and its history throughout the centuries, this is the book
for you.Lay persons and history buffs will both thoroughly enjoy.”

Enid Otun, “Highly recommended. A historical topic that I am interested in, and many books
available, but this one stood out as a good read. Very detailed, Highly recommended.”

The book by Daniel Abraham has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 6 people have provided feedback.
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